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OpenMP vs MPI
MPI: message passing, every process is working on its own memory space in isolation 
from others

OpenMP: all the threads have access to all the data (same memory space)

It is not uncommon for an application to utilise both.
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All threads have access to the same globally shared memory

Each thread has its private memory as well

Data transfer happens in the shared memory and is 100% transparent to everyone

Hello World
Exactly one entry and one exit point to the region

Branching in and out is not allowed

Terminating the program inside the block is not allowed

Number of threads is specified as an env variable or in the pragma

(Similar to MPI) can not make any assumptions about which threads will run in 
which schedule as the OS schedules them

#pragma omp parallel

All threads executes the code on the block

(but no partition/division of work need for  or another directive)

Functions

Definition Description

omp_set_num_threads(int)
The specified number of threads will be used for the parallel region
encountered next.

int omp_get_num_threads Returns the number of threads in the current team.

https://www.notion.so/omp_set_num_threads-int-27332ec2de324323bfbeee6e87c9704f
https://www.notion.so/int-omp_get_num_threads-5beaa65b8b0d4919adb29d7d0e587718
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Definition Description

int omp_get_thread_num()
Returns the number of the calling thread in the team, the Master has
always the id 0.

For loop

#pragma omp parallel for

The work in the for loop is distributed over the threads, dividing the number of iterations 
over the threads (0 does 0-24, 2 does 25-49 etc.)

This is called worksharing

📌 Not all for loops can be parallelised:  
Simple test is will the execution backwards produce a different result (but this 
test is not enough)

Influence scheduling

Definition Description Comments

schedule(static [,
chunk])

Divide in chunk size and
assign in round robin

Works well if all the objects in the loop will
take roughly the same time

schedule(dynamic
[, chunk])

Default chunk=1, assigned
when a worker thread is done
with current task

Why not default? Because you want to
organise the data as to profit from the cache
of neighbouring calculations

schedule(guided
[, chunk])

Similar to dynamic, but block
size starts with
implementation-defined
value, then is decreased
exponentially down to chunk.

This is to decrease overhead at the
beginning when probably the chunks will
take similar time since there is many
anyways then once it matters and its almost
done its more granular

Synchronisation

https://www.notion.so/int-omp_get_thread_num-c05504261deb4a14b980b47d6c2f75c2
https://www.notion.so/schedule-static-chunk-9cf1026b42c743fa95a43579e4511227
https://www.notion.so/schedule-dynamic-chunk-5d83cce928e64c5fbad47e1fd07851c9
https://www.notion.so/schedule-guided-chunk-f037d49435ba46ea99ea1ef453c00105
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Constructs

Definition Description Comments Example

#pragma
omp critical
(name)

Executed by all threads, but only 1 at
a time

#pragma
omp barrier

All threads wait until the whole team
has reached the barrier

All worksharing constructs
have an implicit barrier at the
end

#pragma
omp single
[clause]

One thread only does it, up to runtime
which one

useful for I/O or Memory
allocation and deallocation,
etc. (in general: setup work)

#pragma
omp master
[clause]

Executed only by the master thread of
a team

no worksharing construct and
does not contain an implicit
barrier at the end

#pragma
omp sections

Structured blocks that are to be
distributed among and executed by
the team of threads

#pragma
omp parallel
for ordered

Specify order

#pragma
omp taskwait

Waits on the completion of child tasks
(not all descendants, only the
immediate children)

#pragma
omp task
if(expression)

True: task creation proceeds as usual,
False: the task has to be executed
immediately (undeferred task)

Data Scoping
Dont really understand it but discusses which variables are private vs shared

https://www.notion.so/pragma-omp-critical-name-cb4587752fb7473f96bc8464a590d76c
https://www.notion.so/pragma-omp-barrier-5839cfb480e74ce1b8e8d17134885fd4
https://www.notion.so/pragma-omp-single-clause-c86b60aa3ef041de871342f11308ef65
https://www.notion.so/pragma-omp-master-clause-81c6efd4d31448fdbd21132af07fdf45
https://www.notion.so/pragma-omp-sections-28fc01784d214720bc199f7e123f2afb
https://www.notion.so/pragma-omp-parallel-for-ordered-c594c37fdcdf4d089ea361b18d5a12ba
https://www.notion.so/pragma-omp-taskwait-9722549a185448589eb62b80eb41bf97
https://www.notion.so/pragma-omp-task-if-expression-2afd97ea426d46678207dccc4e81b089
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Reduction
reduction(operator:list)

Creates a private variable for each of the processes then calculates the final answer 
based on the individual answers.
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Operators

+

-

*

&

|

&&

||

^

min

max

Tasking
Independent unit of work that can be executed straight away when it is encountered or 
later by another thread

#pragma omp task [clauses]

Keeping granularity vs overhead in mind is important, there is an overhead to task 
creation and retrieval.

Important technique to avoid this overhead: cut off strategy, once the "n" is less 
than a number, probably more efficient to do serially. 

Data Scoping in Tasks
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